TRAFFIC ADVISORY
Traffic diversion for replacement of damaged expansion joints of Nehru Place
Flyover on Outer Ring Road.
Public Works Department of G.N.C.T, Delhi has resumed repair work on Nehru
Place Flyover from 2.5.2016. The flyover will be partially closed in four phases. In the first
phase, from 02.05.2016 to 13.05.2016, half of the carriageway going from Kalkaji Mandir
side towards Chirag Delhi will be closed for traffic. Thereafter, in second
phase, from 14.05.2016 to 28.05.2016, the other half portion of the carriageway will be
closed and traffic will be allowed to run on the repaired half portion of the carriageway. In
the similar manner, the carriageway coming from Chirag Delhi to Kalkaji Mandir side will be
repaired in third and fourth phases from 29.05.2016 onwards.
There will be congestion on the Nehru Place flyover and on adjoining roads due to
this repair work. To avoid congestion and getting delayed, the road users and motorist are
advised to follow the routes mentioned below:For First & Second phase (02.05.2016 - 28.05.2016):a)
From Modi Mill to Chirag Delhi :- Road users coming from Modi Mill side may take
“U” turn from under the Kalka Ji Mandir Flyover, take Capt. Gaur Marg, Ring Road up to
Moolchand, turn left on BRT Road to reach Chirag Delhi.
b)
From Maa Anand Mai Marg to Chirag Delhi :- These vehicles may take right turn
under the Kalka Ji Mandir Flyover take Capt. Gaur Marg, Ring Road up to Moolchand, take
left turn to take BRT Corridor to reach Chirag Delhi.
For Third & Fourth phase (29.05.2016 onwards):a)
From Chirag Delhi side to Nehru Place:- These vehicles may take BRT Road upto
Moolchand, take U-turn, take Lala Lajpat Rai Marg & reach Nehru place.
b)
From Chirag Delhi side to Modi Mill:- These vehicles may take BRT road upto
MoolChand, turn right on Ring Road upto Lajpat Nagar Flyover, turn Right Turn on Capt.
Gaur Marg & reach Modi Mill.
The road users for whom the journey on Nehru Place flyover is unavoidable, are
requested to have patience, observe traffic rules & road discipline and follow directions of
traffic personnel deployed for the traffic arrangements. People are requested to plan their
journeys in advance to avoid any kind of inconvenience.
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